
Stress research is where
fecal techniques shine

You don't have to stress the animal
by catching it

For this reason, FECAL HORMONES have 
become a dominant technique for 

assessing stress in large-bodied wildlife



2013 review of chronic stress 
Dickens & Romero 2013

Gen Comp Endo 191:177-189

“Chronic stress occurs when the stress response system has been pushed 
beyond its normal capacity by either an altered intensity and/or
persistence of stressors... chronic stress effects occur when the stress
response itself begins to cause problems....mediators of the stress response 
have shifted from protective roles to damaging, pathophysiological effects.”

“When aggregated across many individuals 
in a population, this state could be a 
potential biological marker for populations 
at risk due to anthropogenic stressors.”



Dickens & Romero 2013:

The million dollar question:

“DOES CORT ALWAYS GO UP IN CHRONIC STRESS?”
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Dickens & Romero:

The million dollar question:

“DOES CORT ALWAYS GO UP IN CHRONIC STRESS?”

answer:

translation: No



More from Dickens & Romero 2013:

Analyzed all published studies on chronic stress to assess the “endocrine
signature” observed after a variety of stressor types (in variety of taxa)

Measures commonly used:

Baseline plasma cort

Peak plasma cort during acute stressor

Response to ACTH

Response to negative feedback

“Integrated measures” (= poop, hair)

Body condition / body wt











All stressors are not alike



Anthropogenic stressors usually (but not always)
cause an increase in “integrated cort” (= poop, hair etc)



For identifying CHRONIC stress:

"Integrated" sample types 
may be BETTER THAN BLOOD

Integrated = measure of "area under the curve"
Feces, hair, baleen, etc.

Is poop better than blood?



Kathleen Gobush's 
elephant fecal cort study

Mikumi National Park, Tanzania:
Before 1989: 75% of elephants killed, mostly in certain areas

Some areas had much less poaching
Poaching selectively removed older females

1989 – global ban on ivory
After 1989: poaching stopped throughout park

2003-2005: studied fecal cort in poached vs. unpoached populations
Studied 218 females in 109 families (relatedness confirmed w DNA)

Does poaching 
(illegal hunting)
cause long-term
social stress
in the survivors?



Kathleen Gobush's 
elephant fecal cort study

Categorized elephants by:
- are they living with "kin" (related elephants) or not ("none")?
- are they in an area that had high poaching or low poaching?

Fecal DNA

Fecal P4

Fecal Cort 



Kathleen Gobush's 
elephant fecal cort study

After controlling
for effects of
pregnancy
and rain...

high poaching 
&
no kin ("none")
correlate with
elevated
fecal cort

Significant effects
on reproduction


